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hdmi supported will run under ubuntu no need to go over it again, you know the fact. OerHeks: yea i found that article... what i
don't know is what you're doing good find, dyd daftykins: dmesg says something about /dev/sdb1 /dev/sdb4 /dev/sdb5 /dev/sdb6
(hd1,4) (hd0,5) /dev/sdb9 /dev/sdb10 /dev/sdb11 /dev/sdb12 /dev/sdb13 sda is the sata hard drive *1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 dyd: you
just said you have a DVD and a HDD, not that you have a single HDD right now you are playing games on Linux? why? :P :D
windows doesn't run the game and its output is nothing like the linux one :) yes fair enough did it work? i don't do Windows,
either does linux support any hdmi graphics outputs and "doesn't work" isn't a valid response to my questions i'm not gonna use
wine for this like, im buying this new pc for ubuntu for my games only its not for work ok i can see you're going to give me
some flippant response :) but then again so am i do you think i should stick to my laptop? i got 1gb of ram what are you trying to
achieve? gaming and work, maybe also watch movies this isn't the place to be looking to buy hardware
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